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The plan for today

What was the problem with our old toolkit? 
• Why switch to “faster” indicators ?

What were we looking for from faster indicators?
• As much as possible ! To help inform the MPC of latest economic developments

How did we go about it?
• Extensive collaboration between economists and data scientists
• A range of technical and economic issues to consider in the process

Lessons learned, and what’s next? 
• Still early days in calibrating faster indicators with official data
• The new normal, or just for using in the tails of the GDP growth distribution?
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Problems with our old toolkit: (1) Timeliness
Official data, or even survey data, published with lags of at least a 
few weeks – we couldn’t wait that long

Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Lockdown begins

March GDP April GDP

Non-essential 
shops re-open

Economy troughs

May GDP

March business surveys

April business surveys
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Problems with our old toolkit: (2) models breaking down
 “Net balance” models (up minus down) capture more the breadth of the downturn 

rather than the magnitude
 Some surveys bounded at 0, -100
 Some firms appeared to be answering change questions in levels terms
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What were we looking for from faster indicators?

• Anything ! 
 Old toolkit not useful

• Everything ! 
Covid-19 has very different impacts on different parts of the economy: pubs vs 

supermarkets, in-store vs online

 Looking for as much (any) information as possible to gauge those different impacts

Timely, reliable and insightful indicators

• We had a head-start: the possibility of a no-deal Brexit
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The possibility of a no-deal Brexit
• Possibility of disruption at ports

 A quick google search: 12, 30, 93 mile tailbacks at Dover? 
 Traffic monitoring

Source: Highways England. Contains public sector information 
licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.



Traffic monitoring around ports
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Cumulative weekly flows                           Hourly flows during a week, by lane
Inside lane (slow) Outside lane (fast)
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How did we go about it?

Unclassified

1. Working in partnerships
2. Thinking big and trying things
3. Using building blocks
4. Creating robust processes
5. Data analysis: starting simple…
6. …with eyes open



1. Working in partnerships

Unclassified

The most important thing!
• Bringing together expertise: economists, data scientists, IT, …
• Addressing the key questions
• Getting multiple points of view and trying not to self-filter: what you think is 

impossible/unhelpful, someone else might find simple/crucial
• One person’s unworkably big data is another person’s standard fare

• Sharing knowledge, helping each other realise what’s possible

This helped us with…



2. Thinking big and trying things

Unclassified

• Not looking for one silver bullet, lots of narrower stats instead
• Think creatively – what can give a window onto a particular area

• or a proxy for something else

• Scan the public domain, academia, other institutions: leverage others’ ideas
• Try it.  But not everything will work

• May not be available / timely / tractable
• May not give useful information – but might be a piece of the puzzle

• Get the first cut as fast as possible, see if it’s useful, refine and robustify
For example…



2. Thinking big and trying things

Unclassified

Cost of trying things is reduced by…



3. Using building blocks

Unclassified

• Accelerating by building on other work
• Our own existing data collections, e.g. road traffic monitoring
• Our own previous code, e.g. 

• interfacing with APIs, working with databases
• extracting data from non-tabular files
• auto-generating slides with chart content
• standard chart formatting, error logging

• Ready-made data sources, e.g. APIs – OpenSky, Highways England, …
• Other people’s code and ideas, e.g. gtrendsR, Google Mobility

• And sharing back to colleagues and the community
Faster development and robust outputs through…



4. Creating robust processes

Unclassified

To avoid spending increasing time running and maintaining processes
• Using common libraries and standard patterns

• internal packages for databases, logging, chart formatting; tidyverse

• Good development practices
• Version control, config files, R projects, modular code, defensive programming, …

• Investing in automating processes, minimising manual intervention
• Error handling and logging: crucial for scheduled 

jobs 
• Meta-monitoring: dashboard to flag missing data 

collections and outputs
• Automating chart and table production, not just 

initial data gathering
• Expecting issues with collection: auto-retry, 

handling variations



5. Data analysis: Starting simple…

Unclassified

• Large toolbox of analytical techniques
• Appropriate tools, but starting simple
• Accuracy vs Explainability: is black box acceptable?
• Choosing the right method/s for the job: e.g. explanation vs prediction
• Choosing the right visualisations: e.g. static vs interactive (don’t be lazy!)

• Try multiple versions and iterate – automation is your friend!



6. …with eyes open

Unclassified

• Awareness and handling/acknowledging bias in data
• Data limitations
• Dealing with sampling error, time inconsistency, etc.; at least understanding approach
• Validating models: stat tests, finding a good benchmark, cost of false +ve/-ve
• Testing new data against historic, well understood data

• Imperfect proxies – mismatch between data and target variable
• How much can we infer from each dataset we have?
• Moving from proxies to direct measures when possible



Unclassified

A sample of faster indicators 
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Covid-19 and different types of consumer spending

Unclassified



Covid-19 originated abroad - tracking flights
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Total number of flights per day - 6 
major UK airports

Source: OpenSky Network, Bank of England calculations

Unclassified



Apple mobility indicators
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Aggregate indicators Local-level indicators



Investigating different consumer habits
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Google mobility Car traffic around shopping centres
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Mobility weakest in central London

Tube passengers
(% change from Jan-Feb average)

* Essentially Zone 3 and outwards

Google mobility across London Boroughs
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Moving from indirect measures to direct measures
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Eat Out to Help Out boosts restaurant bookings

• Mobility indicators
 Proxies for spending

• Direct spending indicators

Source: Opentable, Bank of England calculations

Unclassified



The relationship between mobility and spending….
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Mobility vs spending
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Direct measures of consumer spending
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CHAPS payments data Debit/credit card indicators

Sources: Bank of England, ONS, Visa Consumer Spending Index, Barclaycard monthly Consumer 
Spending report, Bank of England calculations. CHAPS data 7 day rolling averages, with aggregate series 
adjusted for rents. Barclaycard data adjusted for rents and re-weighted using ONS consumption 
weights.
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Faster indicators of household income
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Google searches for 
unemployment-related terms

See Hacioglu, Sinem & Känzig, Diego R & Surico, Paolo, 2020. 
“Consumption in the time of Covid-19: Evidence from UK 
transaction data”, CEPR Discussion Paper 14733. 

Examining spending and income via a 
consumer finance app

Unclassified
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ONS faster indicators publication a rich source of info

Furloughing down markedly since the Summer Adzuna online job vacancies

Source: ONS

Unclassified
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Lessons learned
• Why weren’t we doing this before?! 

• Economists and data scientists can learn from one another

• Keep an open mind: we didn’t know what was out there

• Cast the net wide: Covid-19 has had vastly different impacts on different sectors (not to 
mention the labour market, prices….)
 All of this this is just a fraction of what the MPC look at to inform their decisions

• Not everything will work…
 Some sources are simple to obtain, some take a lot of effort to gather and maintain

 Some are very valuable, others unreliable/inconsistent/poor proxy/unclear provenance

• …so aim to fail fast: iterate, automate

• Build on others’ work, and share back

Unclassified



What next?

Unclassified

• To what extent will faster indicators become part of our toolkit in 
“normal” times too? 
 Will faster indicators be able diagnose +/- 0.1% changes in GDP? Or just +/- 10% ?

 As time goes on we learn more about how the data compare with official data

 Refining and improving the best indicators.  Which are good in “normal” times, 
which are most useful in extremis?

• Closer collaboration, information-sharing and skills-transfer between 
economists and data scientists is here to stay
 Increasing the stock of components, techniques, approaches ready “on the shelf”

 More idea of what is possible



Get in touch

Do you have ideas for improving or expanding faster 
indicators?  Or comments and questions?

Nick.Bate@bankofengland.co.uk
Alastair.Firrell@bankofengland.co.uk

Unclassified


